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Xylem Inc is a leading global water technology provider,
enabling customers to transport, treat, test and efficiently
use water in municipal applications. Xylem has more than
60 years of experience in the field of water and wastewater
handling in these core strengths, providing us with the
unique know-how to provide design recommendations and
solutions for our customers’ processes and applications.
There are continuous improvement and efficiency
challenges faced by municipal water companies with aging
infrastructure needing to meet newer operational and
environmental standards. As a pure play water technology
company, Xylem is ideally placed to offer a complete,
holistic solution which can meet these needs within the
strictly controlled capital budgets available.
Upgrading an aeration system is one such challenge and
can be a costly process. In order to ensure that an upgrade
will provide the performance improvements and hence
efficiency savings required to meet both compliance
targets and payback timescales, pilot plant trials are a rapid
way to generate process relevant data.
The treatment plant under consideration in this instance
utilises jet aeration to provide the oxygen required to
treat the influent, a blend of domestic and high strength
industrial sewage. In order to reduce the energy demand
on the site, the utility are investigating the potential to
replace the jet aeration with fine bubble aeration systems
(FBDA). Though the industrial flows in question are small,
there is some concern that they may contain substances
that could inhibit oxygen transfer thus limiting the efficiency
improvements offered.
Testing the industrial inputs to the site for these
components would be a lengthy and expensive process as
there are a broad number of potential candidate chemicals.
As such, a much more straightforward method has been
used: design and installation of a pilot plant where any
effects can be measured directly during the process.

Figure 1: Operational pilot plant showing pilot-scale aeration tank, control
and instrumentation units

“Optical DO is nothing new to the
wastewater market, so
true differentiation between
products can be difficult. A
review of fundamental sensor
performance has enabled
innovative improvements to be
made by WTW.”

The pilot plant consisted of a 6m high, 2m diameter tank
with 5.6m water depth , installed adjacent to the existing
sequential batch reactor (SBR) under investigation. The
tank was fitted with FBDA diffusers at the same grid density
as the proposed aeration system and a blower capable of
providing a variable air flow rate proportional to the design
air flow for the system.
The pilot plant received Mixed Liquor Suspended
Solids (MLSS) pumped from the SBR and aerated it to
measure the actual oxygen transfer rate using the off-gas
measurements of oxygen. Secondary calculations for rate
of increase in dissolved oxygen (DO) were also performed.

Figure 2. FBDA diffusers in the pilot tank mirror the proposed system of the
final installation
For the pilot test to be representative, the MLSS
concentration had to be the same as the main SBR.
Incoming flows from the SBR displaced the volume within
the pilot plant, entering at the bottom of the column with
an overflow outlet at the top. To ensure that no build-up
of MLSS occurred within the pilot plant, the pump only
operated during the react period of the SBR, with the
pilot plant only aerating when the pump is operating. This
ensured the tank contents were completely mixed and
the overflow MLSS was at the same concentration as the
main pilot tank volume thus maintaining the same MLSS
concentration as the main SBR concentration.
In addition to the review of the FBDA process in this
application, the above trial also served as a performance
test of the DO sensor itself. Three optical dissolved oxygen
sensors were suspended at depths of 1.5m, 3m and 4.5m
respectively within the reactor chamber. To enable remote
monitoring of performance, the data was sent to a remote
cloud server via a Storm modem unit housed in the local
monitor cabinet.
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Figure 3. Schematic of pilot plant showing sensor positions

Figure 4. Control unit and monitoring station

This trial ran over the course of 7 weeks taking in phases
of operation at a number of air flow rates and feed pump
cycle times.
The feed pump and blower only operated when the main
site SBR was in the following modes:
•
•
•
•

Anoxic Static fill
Anoxic Mixed fill
Aerated fill
React period

Accurate DO measurements to enable aeration
system upgrade
In order to ascertain any performance effects caused by
the industrial component of the influent accurate and
reliable dissolved oxygen measurements are critical as
these measurements form the basis for the mass balance
equations used to establish the components of the Alpha
factor.
Critical to the design of activated sludge plants, the Alpha
factor is the ratio between the mass transfer coefficient
kLaO2 in the wastewater and kLaO2 in clean water. The
Alpha factor varies depending on the aeration process,
tank geometry and water characteristics, in particular the
mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) concentration.
In general, aeration processes which are mixing energy
intensive, such as jet aeration, have higher Alpha factors
than those found in passive aeration processes, such as
fine bubble diffusion. The calculation for the Alpha factor
requires the rearrangement of the equation for the Actual
Oxygen Uptake Rate (AOR) as shown below:

AOR = α SOR
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Therefore:
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Where:
AOR
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Actual Oxygen Uptake Rate, estimated through
mass balance calculations
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DO saturation concentration at site temperature
and altitude of 10.5 mg/l
Operating DO concentration

DO saturation concentration in clean water
at 20° C
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Figure 5. Installation

Figure 6. Instrument data (both DO and temperature) is clearly seen on the
monitor display

Focussing on the little things – innovation in optical DO

Data Collection

Optical DO is nothing new to the wastewater market, so
true differentiation between products can be difficult. A
review of fundamental sensor performance has enabled
innovative improvements to be made by WTW.

The data generated by the three DO sensors was sent out via
a Storm-3 modem to the Storm Central cloud data network.

Optical DO sensors classically have a membrane mounted
flush to the bottom of a flat cap. This means that the sensor
collects bubbles and sludge if suspended vertically.
Mounting from a pole fixed at 45° can help this issue but
greatly reduces the ability of the sensor to oscillate in the
flow, thus removing a critical aspect of self-cleaning. A
simple and elegant solution to this has been to mount the
membrane itself at a 45° angle from the base. The sensor
can then be suspended vertically from a chain enabling it
to oscillate in the flow and enhancing the self-clean by the
movement of the bubbles upwards across the membrane
surface.

Access details to this site location and data were provided
to the project team within Xylem alongside specified
personnel within the client organization enabling them to
track performance and greatly increasing their buy-in to the
project.
This data can be viewed directly in the GUI or downloaded
for further investigation.
The Storm package is offered as standard for all wastewater
demonstration and trial units from Xylem Analytics.

Sensor performance
An example of the data generated from the DO sensors
is shown in figure 9 below as represented on the Storm
remote cloud server.
As can be seen, the 3 sensors tracked each other very well
during the plant operational cycles with very little noise on
any of the signals.

Figure 7. The mebrane mounted at 45° enhances self-cleaning

Due to their enhanced self-cleaning ability, no
maintenance interventions on the sensors were required
during the course of the 7 week trial.

Oxygen measurements are made via a fluorescent die
impregnated into the sensor membrane. The amount of
fluorescence which occurs under excitation is dependent
on the level of oxygen present. Sensors in the market
typically use a blue light to excite the dies and cause
the fluorescence. However, this blue light bleaches the
membrane limiting the effective lifetime of the membrane
cap and thus reducing the service interval of the sensor. By
moving up the visible spectrum to green light, WTW have
minimized the bleaching effect without impacting sensor
response and accuracy. This simple change increases the
operational lifetime of the sensor caps thus reducing the
operational cost of the probe.
Figure 8 (above). Typical WTW FDO sensor installation.
Figure 9 (below). Data shown on the Storm remote cloud server

Xylem process performance solutions provide world
class wastewater process measurement, treatment and
control to optimize your operations. Combining the
monitoring capability of the most advanced probes
and control systems for aeration reduces energy
consumption while stabilizing your treatment process
and maintaining effluent quality. Developed with Xylem’s
extensive product, controls, and biological process
expertise, Xylem provides a comprehensive solution for
your wastewater needs.

For further information, please contact:
Xylem Analytics UK Limited
2 Focal Point, Lacerta Court
Letchworth SG6 1FJ
United Kingdom
Website: www.xylemanalytics.co.uk
Email: salesuk@xyleminc.com
Telephone: +44 (0) 1462 673581
Fax: +44 (0) 1462 673582

Xylem can also assist you with your reporting needs,
giving you the tools you need to take your treatment
analysis to the next level.

Xylem Analytics UK manufactures environmental monitoring
instruments and systems. Formerly known as YSI, the group is
a market leader with a reputation for high levels of accuracy
and reliability. The company’s water quality measuring
instruments are designed for both laboratory and field
use. In addition to bench top and hand-held instruments,
Xylem Analytics also builds monitoring systems and wireless
networks that are able to operate in remote locations and
challenging environments. The company’s water quality
monitoring sondes can be fitted with a wide variety of
sensors including dissolved oxygen, pH, temperature,
turbidity , conductivity, salinity, ORP, chlorophyll, openchannel flow, vented level, ammonia, chloride, rhodamine,
depth photo synthetically active radiation.

Click or scan the QR code to
learn more about the FDO sensor
and to watch a video showing how
the 45° angle prevents bubbles
settling on the membrane.

Xylem brands represented include: Aanderaa, MJK, SonTek,
WTW and YSI.

“As a pure play water technology
company, Xylem is ideally placed
to offer a complete, holistic
solution which can meet the needs
of a strictly controlled capital
budget availability.”
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